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Dear Supporters,

It is with a heavy heart that I am announcing today that all of the web-enabled
products from Alicia Stella Design will end their service life as of April 15, 2020.

The full list of items that will no longer function after April 15th is below. It includes
items like the Tipping Server, however, Tip Jars and other tipping devices will still
function without the server, just without web functions. Other devices that rely
entirely on the web to function, including the Raffle System, will cease to function
entirely. The Web Tools website will not be available to users as of April 19, 2020.

I have not reached this decision lightly. After 13 years of serving the Second Life
community with web-enabled offerings I am sad to have to end this era of my life
and career.

Many of my other products will remain for sale on the Marketplace, and some will be
available at a discounted rate. Products from my sister stores, (Scripts, Sounds and
Holiday) will also remain available on the Marketplace. However, my in-world store
locations will be closing in the near future.

Due to a combination of events, including limited time for upkeep to the servers,
code, and customer serviceâ��as well as personal financial difficulties during this
unique time in our (real) world's historyâ��now, unfortunately, seemed like the
right time to make these changes.

I am deeply sorry for the trouble that this may cause you, but I appreciate your
years of continued support. You have all made my Second Life an amazing
experience. I plan to remain active in-world, and hope to explore some of the
amazing places you have created in this virtual world for years to come. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Alicia Stella

------------------------------------------------------------

Web-Based Products No Longer Supported

ASD Tipping Server
ASD Raffle Systems
ASD GiveAway System
ASD Delivery System
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ASD Camper Server
ASD Visitor Tracker
Group Info Board
Profile Picks Scripts
Group Info Scripts

Also, plugins for the above products such as the Most Tipped/Big Tipper Boards and
Raffle Entry Plugin will no longer work as well.

Any devices that optionally could connect to any of the above devices should still
work, including Tip Jars, but you will need to remove the channel or ID number from
their settings notecards.

------------------------------------------------------------

Where to Find Existing Products

Main Store: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/stores/5375
Scripts Store: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/stores/134592
Sounds Store: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/stores/164107
Holiday Shop: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/stores/100691
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